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A place I called victory has the sings of humbleness meekness and security releasing a peace that secures the
truth as it is placed in front of you. All others will see the sparkle and dazzle when they find their own treasure
and speak the truth in their heart establishing love from the start. I see the truth revealed from the heart and I
know the world needs a fresh start yet I am revealed to others when you believe the truth that all will cherish
as you stand bold in Me. How can anyone understand my plan or how does the world turn on a stand for if the
world is flat as man once thought we would all just fall off. To be true in your heart today you must act the
same each and every day knowing how you feel about life no matter who causes you so much strife. I
perceive that acceptance is good if the world is all you have yet in reality the world should be a place of
change in your new victory. Do not let people predict the truth based on what they think of you for in the end
all doubt removed will show the true emerald in you. For some people feel secure knowing the things they
have acquired are purely fatal if removed from their life a rich person has all the signs of wealth for the world
to see and taste but what is left when all things are lost you have a person with no trace. For riches are found
in heart knowing no one can ever remove because no matter the circumstance all will treasure what is inside
of you for it will never be removed. I will tell you the truth no one can separate Me from you and the truth I
give you today will never change who you are it will only change where you were for true vision comes from
the start and will always treat you with respect and no iniquity will impart. Can I see your treasures today only
through your words and actions releasing the future I have given you as you say what you hear in the Word of
truth. I speak firmly to those who know the heart of a King is urgent for all to be expressed with much love
knowing rewards are there in the end. Freedom comes to those who see clearly as they watch Me and
understand this plan today for I will have it no other way. Remember this for it is true I only want to be close
to you embrace the truth in the Word today and set the future secure in Jesus name. Such power is given such
shame is seen in the devils plan for He is all twisted for those who know Jesus died and never rose the truth is
simple My Son is at my side and in your heart He wants to reside giving you wealth and treasure too showing
all others the simple truth Jesus is Lord all freedom found so we have a treasure and we reign supreme
laughing at Satan and his trickery. Give Me your all and your family and I will reveal a destiny that comforts
and soothes the soul. When they say what happened to you you will know the truth wisdom prevails over hate
and deceit leaving love as the victorious end. Have a good day and dont be surprised when you find Me
standing by your side supporting you as you speak the truth knowing love is surrounding you.
Amen.
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